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PREFACE

This is the third annual report on environmental convictions

in Ontario. It provides a comprehensive listing of environ-

mental convictions from 1993. It also highlights many of the

year's interesting and significant cases and includes cases

where judgements were considered to he precedent setting.

^Like each step of a journey of a thousand miles, the slightest

discharge of a contaminant that adversely affects the

environment is a step, however minuscule, along a path that

some scientists warn is leading to the destruction of the planet.'

— Justice Kurisko, November 30, 1993. R.V. Consolidated Maybrun Mines Limited and J. Patrick Sheridan
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Ontario places great value on protecting the

environment. Clean water, clean air and

uncontaminated soil are the essential

ingredients to a long, healthy life for

everyone who lives and works here.

According to Environic's Environmental

Monitor survey (December 1993 - January

1994), the environment remains strongly

linked v^àth personal health in the minds of

Ontarians. When those polled were asked to

name which single factor posed the greatest

risk to their health, exposure to

environmental pollution came a close

second to lifestyle factors — diet and

exercise — and well ahead of habits like

smoking and drinking, stress and heredity.

The tendency to link health risk factors to

the environment was also demonstrated

further when respondents were asked what

changes in their community would have the

greatest positive impact on their health. The

most common responses involved changes

that focus on reducing pollution, such as

building new water treatment facilities and

getting rid of smokestacks.

FOCUS OF CONCERNS

People expect government and business to

take responsibility for ensuring that

pollution is prevented. And where pollution

does occur, people expect action.

The mandate to protect the environment and

our health is a big job in which industries,

governments, communities and individuals

in Ontario each play a role. It is a respon-

sibility that the Ministry of Environment and

Energy takes very seriously.

The ministry investigates and lays

appropriate charges against those who

disobey the law. The courts then use fines

and/or jail sentences to punish offenders and

deter would-be offenders.

A cursory look at the results in 1993 show

that the number of convictions and the

amount of fines levied are down from 1992.

However, those indicators only present a

partial picture since, during 1993, there were

a number of court-related activities that

strengthened environmental protection. The

following are highlighted in this report.

CREATIVE SENTENCES

The courts quite frequently impose creative

sentences as an alternative to, or in addition

to fines. Creative sentences are being used

increasingly to require offenders to make

appropriate restitution through community

environmental work. Three years ago,

creative sentences were uncommon. Today

creative penalties help to establish the

notion that the cost of preventing pollution

is an investment in the company's

community.



offences

JAIL TERMS

are being used to punish offenders who

blatantly disregard environmental laws,

especially where opportunities for profit are

concerned.

CONVICTIONS OF INDIVIDUALS

The courts are convicting an increasing

number of individuals. This helps to

reinforce individual responsibility even

when workers are acting on behalf of their

employers. There can be no excuse for

breaking the law, and following a

supervisor's or manager's orders if it means

breaking the law is inexcusable. Likewise,

failing to take appropriate action to adhere

to the law is equally indefensible.

REMEDIATION BEFORE SENTENCING

Before sentencing, environmental offenders

are offering their resources, time and

services to clean up and/or prevent further

incidents. Such remedial work often

demonstrates an offender's remorse as well

as his or her commitment to change

previous practices. In some cases, the need

for remedial work has been identified and

begun before charges were laid. Remedial

work often becomes a mitigating factor in

setting fines.

This report draws attention to individuals

and companies convicted as environmental

offenders. It should cause potential

offenders to think about what constitutes an

environmental offence and alert them to the

fact that they will be held accountable and

their actions publicized.

This is a report about companies, directors,

staff and private individuals convicted of

environmental offences in 1993. It does not

list companies or individuals charged under

environmental legislation. Anyone named in

this report has been found guilty of an

environmental offence in an Ontario court

of law.
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CONVICTIONS IN 1993

CONVICTIONS AND FINES

Both the number of convictions and the

total amount of fines during 1993 are down

compared to 1992 (see chart). This

downturn is the result of a combination of

factors.

CREATIVE SENTENCES AND

REMEDIAL WORK

Convicted parties have contributed

resources, time and services toward environ-

mental needs in their communities, before

being charged or sentenced. In some cases,

this has resulted in reduced fines.

PRIOR YEAR UNUSUALLY HIGH

The comparable total dollar amount of fines

in 1992 was high due to some very large

fines. The highest fine in 1992 was

$364,000 and the highest in 1993 was

$180,000.

MORE COMPLEX COURT CASES

Many cases brought against individuals and

directors (holding them personally

responsible for the actions of their

companies) proved to be complicated and

time consuming. As a result, fewer cased

may be heard in the same amount of time.

DETERRENCE

As a result of past enforcement activity,

companies and individuals are becoming

more aware of the need to avoid

environmental offences and are putting in

place measures that prevent those

occurrences.

THE ECONOMY

Due to the recession, the amount of

industrial and commercial activity declined,

including illegal occurrences against the

environment.

TOTAL FINES 1985 - 1993

1993
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TOTAL FINES FOR 1993: $2,533,607

TOTAL CASE CONVICTIONS: 224

TOTAL DEFENDANTS: 324

172 individuals and 152 companies

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

AND PERSONAL LIABILITY

In 1986, important provisions were enacted

by the Ontario Legislature in the

Environmental Protection Act that

addressed the question of personal liability

for corporate officers and directors.

The provisions read as follows:

1 Every director or officer of a corporation

that engages in an activity that may

result in the discharge of a contaminant

into the natural environment contrary to

this Act or the regulations has a duty to

take all reasonable care to prevent the

corporation from causing or permitting

such unlawful discharge.

2 Every person who has a duty under

subsection 1 and who fails to carry out

that duty is guilty of an offence.

3 A director or officer of a corporation is

liable to conviction under this section

whether or not the corporation has been

prosecuted or convicted. R.S.O. 1990,

C.E.19, S.194.

These provisions mean that directors and

senior staff are more likely to be held

personally responsible and accountable for

their company's actions than they were in

previous years. Prosecutors are thinking not

only in terms of fines, but also increased use

of jail terms. Unlike a fine, a jail term cannot

be passed on to someone else.

In many cases, both the company and senior

management are charged and convicted as

part of one Crown brief. The message from

the courts is clear; no longer can directors

hide behind the corporate veil.

In 1993, these important provisions played a

major role in the conviction of a number of

corporate directors and officers. For

example, in the appeal in the Bata case (see

case descriptions below) fines were reduced

for individuals based on new evidence that

the executives salaries were not as high as

expected, but company officials were still

found liable.

In another case, directors of Cold Springs

Farm Limited, Everett Doherty and W.

Harvey Beaty were convicted of charges

which included their failure as directors to

take reasonable care to prevent specific dis-

charges and were fined a total of $35,000.

These cases reinforce the fact that executives

and directors are personally responsible for

the actions of the company and will be held

accountable. (Both cases are currently under

appeal.)
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INDIVIDUALS ARE BEING HELD
ACCOUNTABLE

I OF THE 172 INDIVIDUALS CONVICTED.

80 WERE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR

THE ACTIONS OF THE COMPANY IN

WHICH THEY WERE EMPLOYED. THE

COMPANIES WERE ALSO CHARGED

AND CONVICTED.

I 13 OF THOSE 172 INDIVIDUALS WERE

CONVICTED WHILE THE COMPANY

WAS CHARGED BUT NOT CONVICTED.

I 79 OF THOSE 172 INDIVIDUALS

WERE CONVICTED ALONE [WITHOUT

COMPANIES).

JAIL TERMS

When a company is charged for an

environmental offence, the principals,

executives and directors may be held

personally responsible for the damages. And

when prosecutors conclude that fines are

not enough of a deterrence for some

individuals, jail terms are recommended as

appropriate sentences in cases where

incarceration is allowed by law.

In 1993, for example, Garry Bernard Young

was sentenced to a one-month jail term for

discharging petroleum distillate and for

violating waste management regulations.

Also, Vishnu Lootawon pleaded guilty to a

charge of discharging odour from waste, a

contaminant which caused an adverse effect

on the environment. He was sentenced to a

ten-day jail term.

CREATIVE SENTENCING

In some special cases, creative sentences

have been used to allow offenders to take

appropriate roles in protecting or restoring

the environment in their communities.

A creative penalty requires the convicted

party to return appropriate benefits to

the community.

For example. Transcontinental Printing Inc.

of Cornwall was fined $38,000, ordered to

take various remedial measures, and

required to contribute the sum of $38,000 to

local environmental charities of their

choice. The company's plant manager, who

was fined $2,000, was also required to

contribute another $2,000 to similar

charities.

The Town of Leamington was fined $1 and

ordered to make a $5,000 endowment to the

Essex County Board of Education for use in

an environmental education program.

The Commissioner of Works for the City of

Kingston was ordered to perform ten hours

of community service consisting of lectures

to other townships, community haison and

8
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proper monitoring for compliance with

provincial environmental laws. The

commissioner was also placed on probation

for six months and the city was fined

$12,000.

ENVIRONMENTAL
REMEDIATION BEFORE
SENTENCING

During 1993, voluntary remedial action

helped to advance the cause of

environmental protection. Polluters who

were charged with environmental offences

began to undertake remedial work before

sentencing. In some cases the need was

identified and work begun even before

charges were laid.

Shell Canada, for example, completed an

$8-million diversion pond that was under

construction at the time of a spill, to

prevent future incidents. The court con-

cluded that Shell Canada had already

achieved, in terms of preventing further

discharges, what other companies in the

industry are still required to do.

Alcan Extrusion's immediate efforts to

contain its spill and the various measures

taken soon after the event to prevent a

recurrence were noted by the court in

handing down a fine of $80,000. In another

case. Diamond Stonebridge, pursuant to its

own suggestion, was ordered by the court to

perform a bank stabilization project on a

creek in cooperation with the Grimsby

Department of Parks and Recreation. And

finally, when Hank Baltessen pleaded guilty

in Ontario court for the discharge of sewage

from a farm lagoon into the Thames River,

the matter was adjourned for six months for

sentencing during which time Mr. Baltessen

voluntarily worked on the river under the

supervision of the Upper Thames River

conservation authority. The result of this

work was the creation of an ideal fish habitat.

At the sentencing hearing, a slide presen-

tation was made to the court by the conser-

vation authority. In consideration of his

efforts, Mr. Baltessen was fined only $2,000.

These cases demonstrate a positive and

encouraging sign. By taking appropriate

remedial action on their own initiative,

environmental offenders are recognizing

they have a responsibility to correct the

problems they create and prevent such

problems from happening again.
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FOR EACH CROWN BRIEF THERE CAN BE

SEVERAL DEFENDANTS. FOR EACH DEFENDANT

THERE CAN BE MULTIPLE CHARGES

In court, cases are presented in the form of a

Crown brief. Each Crown brief may contain

evidence in support of one or more charges

against one or more defendants. Defendants

may be individuals or companies.

For example, if a spill occurred at an

industrial site, the company and individual

officers of the company could be charged.

Consequently, each case can have more than

one individual or company convicted.

10
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TOP 10 FINES'" IN 1993

1 Falconbridge Limited, Toronto, operating in Sudbury** $ 180,000

2 Quirino Antonio Lopes, Toronto 150,100

3 Wilanour Resources Limited, Town of Cochenour 125,000

4 Village of Thamesford** 92,500

5 Canadian Pacific Express and Transport Limited, Willowdale 90,000

6 Shell Canada Products Limited, Corunna 85,000

7 Alcan Aluminium Limited C.O.B. Alcan Extrusion, Aurora 80,000

8 Laidlaw Waste Systems Limited, Burlington 80,000

9 Omaha Electrical & Mechanical Industries, Mississauga 77,000

10 Dow Chemical Canada Incorporated, Sarnia 65,000

This listing is based on the total fines assessed in individual Crown briefs. It does

not include court-ordered payments for restitution, scholarships, etc., nor does it

reflect jail terms or other sentences. Those items are detailed later in this report.

** under appeal

11



BACKGROUND
INFORM AT I O N

Environmental protection in Ontario is

guided primarily by the following acts: the

Environmental Protection Act (EPA), the

Energy Efficiencies Act (EEA), the Ontario

Water Resources Act (OWRA), the

Pesticides Act (PA), the Environmental

Assessment Act (EAA), and the Niagara

Escarpment Planning and Development Act

(NEPDA). Together, they form the legal

foundation for pollution prevention and

control in Ontario. Each year, the Ontario

Ministry of Environment and Energy

actively enforces these acts and regulations.

To be most effective, environmental laws

must be enforced in a timely and consistent

manner. Investigations leading to

enforcement through administrative action

or prosecution under these laws can be

triggered in many ways. Public complaints.

TOTAL NUMBER OF DEFENDANTS
CHARGED 1993
INDIVIDUALS AND COMPANIES

INDIVIDUALS

(57.8%)

COMPANIES
(42.2%)

the reporting of spills, notification of an

incident by industry, discovery by ministry

investigators and inspection by MOEE

officers can all lead to investigations.

The purpose of the Environmental

Protection Act "is to provide for the

protection and conservation of the natural

environment." To ensure this, the Minister

of Environment and Energy is empowered

to administer and enforce the province's

environmental legislation. This can take the

form of monitoring, recommending

appropriate abatement action, or

prosecuting polluters. Many times all three

are undertaken in the ministry's efforts to

get tough with polluters.

The Environmental Protection Act states

that:

No person shall discharge into the natural

environment any contaminant, and no

person responsible for a source of

contaminant shall permit the discharge

into the natural environment of any

contaminant from the source of

contaminant, in an amount, concentration

or level in excess of that prescribed by the

regulations. R.S.O. 1990, c.E.19, s.6(l).

Despite any other provision oj this AsX or

the regulations, no person shall discharge

a contaminant or cause or permit the

12
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discharge of a contaminant into the

natural environment that causes or is

likely to cause an adverse effect. R.S.O.

1990,c.E.19,s.M(l).

Ontario's Environmental Bill of Rights,

which was proclaimed in February 1994,

gives Ontarians the right to participate in

the government's environmentally signi-

ficant decisions; to request reviews of

existing government policies, acts,

regulations, and instruments which affect

the environment; to request investigations

of potential violations of environmental

laws; and as a last resort, to take action in

the courts against polluters and other

individuals or companies that break

Ontario's environmental laws and harm

Ontario's public resources.

TOTAL CHARGES LAID 1993
INDIVIDUALS AND COMPANIES

INDIVIDUALS

(56.6%)

COMPANIES
f43.4%l

In order to bring a successful claim for harm

to a public resource, the plaintiff must prove

that an existing or prescribed environmental

law is being broken, and the environment is

being significantly harmed.

The Environmental Bill of Rights remove

barriers to standing in cases of public

nuisance causing environmental harm and

resulting in direct economic loss or direct

personal injury.

It is the responsibility of the Ministry of

Environment and Energy to uphold these

provisions.

The Operations Division of the Ministry of

Environment and Energy is responsible for

ensuring compliance with Ontario's

environmental protection laws. The enforce-

ment of environmental laws through the

pursuit of legal action is the responsibility of

the Investigations and Enforcement Branch

(lEB) and the Legal Services Branch (LSB).

THE INVESTIGATIONS AND

ENFORCEMENT BRANCH

The creation of the branch in 1985

enhanced an independent enforcement arm

of the then Ministry of the Environment.

Prior to that, enforcement initiatives

were a function of the 13 member Special

Investigative Unit (SIU), functioning as part

of the regional abatement programs within

the ministry.

13



Investigations and Enforcement Branch's

mandate is reflected by the following

objectives:

I to conduct investigations of illegal

environmental activities.

I to provide sufficient evidence to Crown

prosecutors to bring cases before the

courts.

The branch is responsibile for the enforce-

ment of all the ministry's environmental

legislation. The branch's current comple-

ment includes: 54 investigators, 10 enforce-

ment officers and 10 technical support

specialists. Their role is to act upon

allegations of illegal activities that may have

been preventable or wilful. In addition to

the regular investigative and technical

activities, the branch operates an aerial

surveillance program known as Operation

Skywatch.

TOTAL NUMBER OF DEFENDANTS
CONVICTED 1993
INDIVIDUALS AND COMPANIES

INDIVIDUALS

(53,1%)

Volunteer women pilots known as the

Ninety-Nines Incorporated (the 99's) pilot

the aircraft from which the branch's

technical support staff conduct the aerial

surveillance. The volunteers log approxi-

mately 500 hours of flight time per year in

conjunction with ministry staff who also log

more than 800 hours of flight time

themselves while monitoring the

environment.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

INITIATIVES IN 1993

In addition to carrying out investigations,

the Investigations and Enforcement Branch,

Operations Division, puts considerable

effort into pro-active initiatives including

the following:

I The Vehicle Inspection Program, a

province-wide, spot-check program

focusing mainly on southern Ontario,

monitors the movement and handling of

waste and helps to ensure compliance

with waste legislation.

I Project "Taps" (Transfer and Processing

Sites) helps to identify and prosecute

companies that operate illegal waste

transfer sites.

COMPANIES
(46.9%)

14
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I Aerial Surveillance is being conducted

covering abandoned quarries in the

Greater Toronto Area which have proven

to be major sites for illegal waste disposal

and are very difficult to monitor by land

surveillance techniques.

MINISTER'S TASK FORCE ON ILLEGAL

WASTE

In the spring of 1993, a ministry task force

was established at the request of

Environment and Energy Minister Bud

Wildman to address the issue of illegal waste

transfer and processing sites in the Greater

Toronto Area. Its objectives are to:

I shut down illegal sites

I ensure certified sites are in Compliance

and

I address the issue of illegal waste hauling.

TOTAL NUMBER OF DEFENDANTS
CONVICTED 1993
INDIVIDUALS AND COMPANIES

350



outlined earlier. In addition, they pro\àde a

wide range of legal services and advice to

the ministry.

It should be noted that when conducting

prosecutions and reviewing Crown briefs,

Legal Services Branch lawyers are

accountable to the Attorney General, not the

Ministry of Environment and Energy. MOEE

policies play an important role in the

evidence presented at environmental trials.

However, the directives and guidelines for

the maintenance and conduct of

prosecutions are those of the Attorney

General.

In response to the increasing profile of

environmental law in Ontario, the Ministry

of the Environment began publishing an

environmental convictions report on an

annual basis in 1991.

TOTAL NUMBER OF CHARGES LAID 1993
INDIVIDUALS AND COMPANIES

2000
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SIGNIFICANT CASES

CREATIVE SENTENCES

Transcontinental Printing Inc.

Transcontinental Printing Inc. operates a

printing facility in the City of Cornwall. Its

printing presses at the plant are equipped

with air pollution control devices. The

exhaust eventually passes through catalyst

beds which are designed to destroy odour-

causing fumes. Normally, purified air is

released to the atmosphere.

Charges were laid after complaints were

made by local residents to both the company

and the ministry about unpleasant odours in

the vicinity of the plant on September 6-10,

1992. In this case, offending odours were

being emitted from one particular press

until it was shut down for repair to its

catalyst bed.

TOTAL NUMBER OF DEFENOANTS
CHARGED 1993
INDIVIDUALS AND COMPANIES

500

400

300
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ences
CO

COMPANIES INDIVIDUALS TOTAL
CHARGED CHARGED CHARGES

On March 31, 1993, Transcontinental

Printing Inc. was fined $38,000 for emitting

foul odour into an adjacent residential

neighbourhood, and for failing to report the

discharge to the ministry. The company was

ordered to take various remedial measures

as well as contribute $38,000 to local envi-

ronmental charities. The company's plant

manager was also fined $2,000 and required

to contribute $2,000 to similar charities.

Diamond Stonebridge Holdings Limited and

Gazzola Paving Limited

Diamond Stonebridge of Port Colborne was

hired by the Town of Grimsby to repair three

bridges. This work included the replace-

ment of deteriorated concrete with latex

modified concrete.

Diamond Stonebridge subcontracted with

the second defendant, Gazzola Paving, to

provide the latex concrete and the expertise

for this work. After the work was completed

on or about August 30, 1991, the equipment

used for the pouring of the latex concrete

was washed, and the wash water was

dumped into nearby Forty Mile Creek by

way of a storm sewer. Officials for both

defendants saw the discharge into the creek

but took no action. Several hours later a

complaint was received by the ministry.

The creek's water quahty was impaired, the
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water became discoloured and die clarity of

the water was diminished.

Both defendants pleaded guilty to a charge

of failing to do everything practicable to

prevent, eliminate and ameliorate the

adverse effect of a spill.

Gazzola Paving was fined $6,000. The court

noted that its acknowledged expertise with

this material allowed one to expect a high

standard of care.

Diamond Stonebridge, pursuant to its own

suggestion, was ordered by the court to

perform a bank stabilization project on the

creek. The value of the project, not

including any amount for profit, was to be

$6,000. The project was to be approved by

the Grimsby Department of Parks and

Recreation and to be completed in April

1994. The defendant was required to

provide a report to the court upon

completion of the work. The work was

completed satisfactorily in 1994 in

compliance with the order.

Corporation of the Town of Leamington

The Town of Leamington owns and operates

a pollution control centre where sewage

generated by the town, including sewage

generated from food processing operations,

is treated. The sludge produced in this

treatment of sewage is normally disposed

of on farmland. Such disposal requires

the appropriate approvals under the

Environmental Protection Act . The town

has in the past been a holder of certificates

of approval for the spreading of sludge on

farmland. However, in one case, the town

believed that a certificate of approval it had

held was still valid. In a second case, the

town failed to wait for the issuance of a

certificate of approval for a site.

ANNUAL ENFORCEMENT SUMMARY

600 r-

500 -

400 -

300 -
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100 -

TOTAL CONVICTIONS
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No environmental damage resulted from the

deposit of sludge. In fact, the spreading of

processed organic waste on soil is beneficial

for crop growth. This offence was a

regulatory infringement that occurred as a

result of a perceived emergency situation

when other sites with certificates of

approval were inaccessible to spreading

machinery because of heavy rains.

On January 18, 1993 the Corporation of the

Town of Leamington pleaded guilty to

charges relating to the use of a waste

disposal site without a certificate of approval

and to depositing waste on land without the

requisite approval. The town was fined $1

and ordered to make a $5,000 endowment

to the Essex County Board of Education for

use in an environmental education program.

The City of Kingston

On December 22, 1993, the City of Kingston

and its acting commissioner of works

pleaded guilty to a charge relating to the

discharge of odour, a contaminant, that

deprived local residents of the enjoyment of

their properties. The City of Kingston was

fined $12,000 and the commissioner of

works placed on probation for a six month

period. He was also ordered to perform ten

hours of community service consisting of

lectures to other townships on how they

could avoid similar odour problems,

develop adequate community liaison and

proper odour monitoring for compliance

with provincial environmental laws.

There were no prior convictions against

either party.

TOTAL FINES



JAIL TERMS

Garry Bernard Young

In August of 1991, Garry Bernard Young of

Oshawa, the owner of a company that

manufactures detergents and cleaners and

blends dye with fuel oil, found himself with

a waste disposal problem involving a large

number of drums containing liquid wastes

both from his business and from a company

that had shared his premises. Due to

neighbours' complaints about the drums

and skids on the property Mr. Young was

ordered to clean up the site.

Instead of hiring a certified hauler to

properly dispose of the drums, Mr. Young

told a third party Allan J. MacDonald, that

he could have them and some skids to use

for his own purposes. Mr. MacDonald

agreed to take all the drums from the

property Mr. Young was aware that Mr.

MacDonald had a reputation for illegally

disposing of drums and that the liquid

would probably not be handled in a legal

manner.

Mr. MacDonald used a wire brush to scrape

away labels on the drums in the yard to

prevent them from being traced. Some of

them containing liquid industrial waste as

well as empty ones were taken to a site in

Scugog Township and abandoned. Uquid

leaked onto the ground and into the

groundwater. Drums were also discarded at

other locations. When Mr. Young discovered

the manner in which Mr. MacDonald had

disposed of the drums, he refused to give

him any more. The illegal disposal of the

drums was brought to the Ministry's

attention by local citizens. The Ministry of

Environment and Energy eventually paid in

excess of $33,000 for the cleanup and

disposal of the drums and removal of

contaminated soil.

On June 17, 1993, Garry Bernard Young was

sentenced to a one-month jail term for

discharging petroleum distillate and for

violating waste management regulations.

The jail sentence was imposed despite

evidence at the sentencing hearing that the

defendant had a reputation in the

community for honesty integrity and

fairness.

Allan J. MacDonald, who actually disposed

of the waste drums, was convicted in May

1994 and sentenced to a five-month jail

term in addition to two months pretrial

custody

Vishnu Lootavi'on

Vishnu Lootawon of Yorkwoods Gate in

Weston operates a waste disposal business

under the name of Academy Disposal.
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offences

On June 14, 1991, Mr. Lootawon was

charged with illegally depositing construc-

tion and demolition waste on several

different private properties. The waste

emitted foul odours and interfered with

business operations on those properties.

On January 28, 1993, Vishnu Lootawon

pleaded guilty to a charge of discharging

odour from waste, a contaminant which

caused an adverse effect on the

environment. He was sentenced to a ten-day

jail term.

CONVICTIONS OF INDIVIDUALS

Quirino Antonio Lopes, Clothilde Lopes and

Guerino V. ("Kenny") Lopes

Antonio Lopes of Toronto operates a waste

business under the name of Downtown

Disposal. He and his wife, Clothilde Lopes,

as well as their son, Kenny Lopes, deposited

a large amount of demolition waste on a

residential property in Mississauga that they

(the parents) owned. The waste was burned

creating smoke and a fire hazard.

Downtown Disposal burned creosote-coated

railway ties emitting potentially hazardous

smoke. The fire department was required to

extinguish the blaze. And in a related event,

Antonio Lopes prevented a Ministry

investigator from photographing the illegal

waste disposal from a neighbouring

property.

When the defendants took over the property

it was a nicely landscaped residential site.

Due to the disposal, burning and burial of

waste between December 1989 and October

1991, the land was no longer suitable for

residential use.

On June 7, 1993, all defendants were

convicted of charges related to illegal waste

disposal and the discharge of smoke from

the burning of waste, and were fined a total

of $150,000. Antonio Lopes was also fined

for obstructing a provincial officer. The

majority of the fine ($120,000) was imposed

against Antonio Lopes.

The defendants were also ordered under the

EPA to conduct an assessment of the site

and to complete a cleanup by October 1993.

Cold Springs Farm Limited, Everett Doherty

and W. Harvey Beaty

Cold Springs Farm Limited operates a

turkey and sow processing plant near

Thamesford. During a period of approxi-

mately eleven months, the company

deposited sewage sludge on land without

approval, and the sludge contaminated the

groundwater which flows into the Thames

River. In addition, foul odours emanated

from the company's plant resulting in a loss

of enjoyment of property by area residents.
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The company was convicted of a number of

charges including one for the discharge of a

material likely to impair water quality and

the discharge of odour which caused an

adverse effect. There were additional

charges for violations of the company's

certificates of approval.

In November 1993, the company was fined

a total of $117,000 and its directors were

fined a total of $35,000. The individuals,

who were directors of the company, were

each convicted of charges which included

their failure as directors to take reasonable

care to prevent specific discharges. The

sentence is under appeal.

Consolidated Maybrun Mines Limited

On November 30, 1993 the Ontario court -

General Division, on appeal, overturned the

decision of a lower court which had

acquitted the Consolidated Maybrun Mines

Limited and Patrick Sheridan, the

company's principal officer, on several

charges of failing to comply with a Director's

Order respecting PCB waste management.

The company was the owner of an inactive

mine in a remote area of northwestern

Ontario on which transformers were stored.

On the appeal, the court ruled that the trial

court had exceeded its jurisdiction by

considering whether the director had

reasonable and probable grounds to issue

the order against the defendants. The court

noted that a regulatory scheme was in place

which allowed a party subject to an order to

appeal the propriety of the order to the

Environmental Appeal Board.

The court concluded that: "Logic and

common sense dictate the Legislature did

not intend that defendants have the right to

by-pass this appeal procedure and ignore an

order of the director with impunity until a

charge of non-compliance has been proven

in Provincial court. This would render the

appeal provisions meaningless and sabotage

the speedy and just scheme under the Act

for balancing the public interest and private

rights in relation to enforcement of [...]

orders.
"

As a result, Mr. Sheridan was fined a total of

$4,500 and the company $450. In imposing

these fines the court said: "The heaviest

burden of the fine should fall on Sheridan

because he was the controlling mind of the

corporation and the root cause for the

refusal to cooperate. This approach adds

weight to both specific and general

deterrence.
"

(The decision has been appealed.)
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Bata Industries Limited et al

Bâta Industries Limited of Don Mills had

been convicted at trial of offences relating to

illegal waste management and the discharge

of material likely to impair groundwater.

Bata had appealed the imposition of its two-

year probation order. As part of the

probation order, the company had been

required to pay $60,000 to a local waste

management board to assist in the funding

of a "toxic taxi program."

On June 30, 1993, a judge of the Ontario

court General Division upheld on appeal the

main parts of a sentence that had been

imposed against the corporate defendant

and two of its directors. The individuals

were found guilty in their capacity as

directors of the company for failing to take

all reasonable care to prevent the discharge.

The amount to be paid was reduced to

$30,000. Also modified was the probation

order's term respecting the publishing of the

facts surrounding the conviction. The

modification only affected the international

distribution aspect of the publication

requirement.

The requirement in the probation order

prohibiting the company from indemnifying

its directors for the fine imposed by the

court was upheld. The term requiring the

company to make environmental issues a

mandatory agenda item on all board of

directors' meetings during the term of the

order was also upheld. This was on the basis

of the term's value in rehabilitating the

offender and securing its lawful conduct.

Other terms of the probation order were

either upheld or somewhat modified. The

$12,000 fine which had been imposed on

each of the directors was reduced to $6,000

each. This was on the basis of information

provided to the court for the first time on

the appeal respecting the directors' incomes.

[The decision of the General Division court

has been appealed to the Ontario court of

Appeal. The appeal is only on the issue of

whether the prohibition on the company

against indemnifying its directors is a valid

condition of a probation order against a

company. ]

REMEDIATION BEFORE SENTENCING

Shell Canada Products Limited

Approximately 900 litres of benzene,

toluene and ethylbenzene was discharged by

Shell Canada Products Limited on or about

January 21 and 22, 1992, into the St. Clair

River by way of a small creek. The discharge

killed about 1 ,000 fish in the creek and shut

down two water treatment plants down-

stream for up to seventeen hours, because
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the provincial water quality objective for

benzene was exceeded. The court fined Shell

Canada $85,000.

The contaminant spill was the result of a

rupture of cooling water tubes on a heat

exchanger in the petroleum refinery plant in

Samia, Ontario. The court found that the

company had paid insufficient attention to

the proper winterization of this unit,

particularly in circumstances where the

potential consequences of a failure were

serious. In view of the history of the unit

and in the absence of safeguards and

adequate monitoring, the industry practice

of winterization by water circulation was

found by the court to be inadequate for this

heat exchanger.

On sentencing, the court stressed the

importance of deterrence and the need for a

substantial fine. The court noted, however,

that the company had since completed an

$8-million diversion pond to prevent such

spills. That pond was under construction at

the time of the spill. The court concluded

that the defendant had already achieved, in

terms of preventing further discharges, what

other companies in the industry had failed

to do. The court also accepted the

defendant's remorse as a mitigating factor

and reduced Shell Canada's fine to $85,000.

Alcan Aluminium Limited c.o.b. as Alcan

Extrusion

Alcan Aluminium Limited in Aurora received

a shipment of sulphuric acid that dupUcated a

regular shipment that had already been

received. The employee of the delivery com-

pany pumped it into the company's storage

tank which then overflowed. The overflow of

sulphuric acid ran into a spill containment

area and onto the roof of an adjacent building.

The rain water drain pipe in the containment

area failed. Between 442 and 585 gallons of

sulphuric acid entered a branch of the

Tannery Creek through a storm sewer.

Forty-five dead fish were observed down-

stream of the discharge point. The spill

impaired the quality of Tannery Creek. After

a number of hours, the ph levels in the creek

began to return to normal.

In imposing the sentence, the court noted the

co-operation by the defendant with the

ministry, the defendant's immediate efforts to

contain the spill and the various measures

taken soon after the event to prevent a

recurrence of a spill. The presence of two

company officers at the sentencing hearing

was also noted by the court. OnJune 8, 1993,

Alcan pleaded guilty to one count of

discharging sulphuric acid into a watercourse

contrary to section 16(1) of the Ontario

Water Resources Act , was convicted and

fined $80,000.
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Wilanour Resources Limited

Wilanour Resources Limited of Toronto

formerly operated the Cochenour-Willans

Gold Mine and Mill, adjacent to the Town of

Cochenour near Red Lake. More recently,

Wilanour Resources was part of a joint

venture doing exploratory work in the same

mine and holds a Ministry of Environment

and Energy sewage works approval for the

tailings area on the site.

The tailings dam contained tailings

sediment from the mining operations which

ended about fifteen years prior to the

offence date. During the more recent

exploratory work, about 100,000 gallons of

water per day was pumped from the mine

shaft to the tailings area.

Between December 21 and 23, 1991, a large

breach occurred in the final tailings dam.

This allowed about 13.5 to 16.5 million

gallons of effluent to escape. It rushed into a

small creek that runs into nearby Red Lake.

Most of the effluent flowed onto the frozen

lake or under the ice surface. The effluent

that ended up on top of the ice, about 220

tonnes, was cleaned up. The effluent

temporarily flooded part of an ice road that

runs over the lake to a nearby island. The

road is used by the island residents.

The Town of Cochenour's water treatment

plant intake is located about one quarter

mile upstream of the discharge point.

Cloudy water was detected at the intake and

minor short term odours were noted in the

drinking water. The provincial drinking

water objectives, however, were not

exceeded at the intake point.

Wilanour Resources acted promptly to

reinforce the dam structure and to halt the

discharge. This work was completed within

two days of the original discharge. The com-

pany also co-operated fully in the cleanup

and subsequent ministry investigation.

On sentencing, June 24, 1993, Wilanour

Resources Limited pleaded guilty and

expressed remorse for the discharge. The

company noted that it was at that time

working on a site remediation and closure

plan in co-operation with the Ministry

of Northern Development and Mines.

Wilanour Resources was fined $125,000.

Hank Baltessen

The defendant pleaded guilty in Ontario

court for the discharge of sewage from a

farm lagoon into the Thames River on

June 1, 1992. The discharge was the result of

the faulty construction of the lagoon and

resulted in a fish kill. After the defendant

entered his guilty plea, the matter was

adjourned for six months for sentencing.
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Work on the river was then undertaken

voluntarily by the defendant under the

supervision of the Upper Thames River

Conservation Authority. For twenty-four

hours, the defendant provided the services

of construction equipment used in his

business, and contributed $2,000 in

materials. This work included the con-

struction of a buffer zone of grass, shrubs

and trees on the riverbank and the

installation of wooden fish habitat by

peeling back the bank of the River to create

a spawning area for fish in the summertime.

(The conservation authority also con-

tributed an additional $1,000 in material to

the work done by the defendant.) The result

of this work was to create a meandering

river which was an ideal fish habitat.

On July 29, 1993, a slide presentation was

made to the court by the conservation

authority. The river is now used as a

teaching ground by the authority. The

defendant on sentencing was, by virtue of

his work, only fined an additional $2,000.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT CASES

General Chemical Canada Limited

General Chemical of Canada Limited,

located in Amherstburg, is a manufacturer

of soda ash used in products such as glass,

detergent, pulp and paper and petroleum.

When an important piece of equipment was

switched off for pre-planned maintenance,

on June 12, 1991, one of its kilns was turned

on by mistake. A dense cloud of white

material made up of lime dust and

accompanied by a foul-smelling odour was

emitted from the kiln tops and travelled to

nearby residences.

Local residents were alarmed by the episode,

which lasted two hours. The emitted cloud

was not hazardous to health but the sticky

lime dust required extensive cleanups of

homes and properties. There were no

injuries or long term impacts.

The company had no previous convictions

and was cooperative with the investigation.

On April 16, 1993, General Chemical

Canada Limited pleaded guilty to a charge

relating to the discharge of particulate into

the environment and was fined $35,000.

C. P. Express and Transport

C. P. Express and Transport was engaged in

the business of carrying goods between

Ontario and other provinces and the United

States. On November 29, 1993, the

defendant pleaded guilty to one count of

discharging a contaminant into the natural

environment, contrary to section 13(1) of

the EPA and was fined $90,000. The

company has a number of previous

convictions for environmental offences.
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The charge related to a shipment consisting

of two boxes containing twenty canisters of

radioactive barium carbonate which had

originated in Russia. During transportation,

the load shifted and one of the boxes rolled

over. The contents of one of the canisters

spilled onto the floor of the trailer. When

the trailer was opened, the material was

released into the natural environment. The

spill could have been prevented had the

material been packed properly.

Falconbridge Limited

Falconbridge Limited of Toronto operates a

smelter complex in the Town of Nickel

Centre near Sudbury in which sulphur

dioxide and sulphur trioxide are produced

as part of normal operations. On four

specific dates in July 1990, sulphur

trioxide was emitted to the atmosphere. As

a result, the residents in three nearby

towns suffered sore, watery eyes and a

burning sensation in their eyes, noses,

throats and lungs.

On February 15, 1993, the court rejected

the defendant's argument that it had acted

with due diligence. Once the company

became aware of the discharge, it did not

immediately notify the ministry. The court

also found that the company failed to act

promptly in dealing with the problem.

Falconbridge was fined a total fine of

$180,000 and convicted of three offences:

discharging sulphur trioxide which caused

an adverse effect; failing to notify the

ministry forthwith of a discharge; and failing

to do everything practicable to prevent,

eliminate and ameliorate the adverse effect

of a spill.

(The defendant has appealed its conviction.

The Crown has cross-appealed on sentence.)

Laidlaw Waste Systems Limited

Laidlaw Waste Systems, runs a landfill site

in Storrington Township. Neighbours

testified that the odour from the site forced

them to close their windows, sometimes

disrupted their sleep and prevented them

from working on their agricultural fields or

enjoying their property.

The company admitted that the odour

discharges caused an adverse effect but

asserted it had exercised due diligence to

prevent those discharges. The court rejected

the defendant's assertion of due diligence.

The court concluded that it did "not fault

Laidlaw for experiencing the odour

problem, but rather the tardiness with

which they chose to investigate and

implement the solutions."
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On March 22, 1993, Laidlaw was convicted

for discharging unpleasant odours over a

period of time in 1991 and 1992 that

resulted in the loss of enjoyment of property

by neighbours of the landfill site, and was

fined $80,000.

On sentencing, the court stressed the

community's right to be free of this

interference with the right to enjoy one's

property. The fine was based on odour

discharges on a total of twenty days.

Laidlaw Waste Systems Limited had a prior

conviction at the Storrington site.

Canadian Pacific Limited

Two cases involving this company have

slowly been working their way through the

courts. Integral to these cases has been the

issue of the validity of provincial environ-

mental legislation where it impacts upon the

operations of a federal undertaking.

In the first case, the company was charged

after various residents in Kenora were

adversely affected by smoke that was

emitted from the company's burning of

grass along its railway right-of-way in March

1987. The defendant was acquitted at trial

but convicted on the Crown's appeal. A

$4,000 fine was imposed. The conviction

was upheld by Ontario's court of Appeal on

May 19, 1993. The court of Appeal ruled

that the provisions of the Environmental

Protection Act upon which the charges

against the company were based were

properly enforceable against this federal

undertaking. [The defendant has obtained

leave to appeal to the Supreme court of

Canada on constitutional issues. No date for

the hearing of the appeal has been set.]

In the second case, Canadian Pacific Ltd.

along with other parties, was convicted in

July 1993 for charges related to the draining,

loading and transporting of PCBs along its

right-of-way in 1988 without the requisite

provincial environmental approvals or

instructions. The court held that the

provincial laws in question were of general

application and did not affect a vital part of

the railway undertaking. The provincial

legislation could therefore be validly

enforced against the federal undertaking.

The company was fined $12,000.

[The Crown has appealed the sentence and

the defendant has appealed its conviction.

These appeals are scheduled to be heard

July, 1994.]
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Omaha Electrical & Mechanical

Industries Ltd.

On June 17, 1991, Omaha Electrical &

Mechanical Industries Ltd. of Mississauga

was shipping transformers to a scrap metal

dealer by truck when the trucks were

stopped by staff of the Ministry of

Transportation in Oakville. One transformer

was leaking but it did not contain PCB

waste. There was no evidence of any actual

harm to any person.

The defendants did not have the requisite

approval or instructions from the Ministry

of Environment and Energy prior to

undertaking this transportation of trans-

formers containing PCB-laden oil.

On March 25, 1993, Omaha Electrical &

Mechanical Industries Ltd. was found guilty

of four charges related to illegal waste

management activities and was fined

$60,000. Its president and sole officer,

Herbert Holland, was found guilty of four

further charges and was fined a total of

$17,000.

Dow Chemical Canada Inc.

At its chemical manufacturing complex in

Sarnia, Dow Chemical Canada Inc.

discharged chlorine gas into the

environment. There were four intermittent

releases of chlorine gas from a stack at the

plant during a seventy-five minute period

on June 6, 1992.

The chlorine gas drifted over a

neighbouring chemical plant where five

employees were adversely affected. Their

symptoms included stinging eyes,

headaches, nausea and breathing difficulty.

This also resulted in an interruption of the

normal conduct of business at the

neighbouring plant.

On December 8, 1993, Dow Chemical

Canada Inc. pleaded guilty to one charge

under section 14(1) of the Environmental

Protection Act for discharging chlorine gas

into the environment and was fined

$65,000.
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LISTING OF 1993
CONVICTIONS

This section lists all persons and/or

companies convicted in 1993 and includes

cases which may be under appeal.

HOW TO READ THE LISTING:

Below is a sample conviction listing as they

appear in the following pages. Notes below

the sample outline the information

contained in each entry.

DEFENDANT/
OFFENCE REGION COUNTS ACT REG.



offences

ONTARIO REGIONS AND DISTRICTS

NORTHERN
ONTARIO

NORTHERN ONTARIO (RO)

4THUNDERBAY (DO)

OKENORA (DO)

STIMMINS (DO)

OSAULT STE MARIE (DO)

* MID ONTARIO (RO)

4 SUDBURY (DO)

O NORTH BAY (DO)

OMUSKOKA-HALIBURTON (DO)

OBARRIE (DO)

$) PARRY SOUND (SO)

* EASTERN (RO)

4 KINGSTON (00)

O OTTAWA (DO)

eCORNWALL (DO)

® PETERBOROUGH (DO)

II BELLEVILLE (SO)

PEMBROKE (SO)

CENTRAL (RO)

4 TORONTO (DO)

®HALTON-PEEL (DO)

(D YORK-DURHAM (00)

WEST CENTRAL (RO)

i HAMILTON (DO)

(D CAMBRIDGE (DO)

OWELLAND (DO)

0)

(O
m

3
01

cr

ct

ar
CD

(D

o
3
3

> SOUTHWESTERN (RO)

4 LONDON (DO)

OOWEN SOUND (DO)

OSARNIA (DO)

O WINDSOR (DO)

REGIONAL BOUNDARY

DISTRICT BOUNDARY
CENTRAL

(RO) REGIONAL OFFICE

(DO) DISTRICT OFFICE

(SO) SUB OFFICE WEST CENTRAL
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DEFENDANT /

OFFENCE

A & H PETROLEUM SERVICES LIMITED

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA (NO)

REGION COUNTS

1

ACT

EPA

REG.

DISCHARGE A CONTAMINANT (FUEL) WHICH MAY IMPAIR W^TER QUALITT

CONVICTION

SECTION FINE DATE

14(1) $12500 08/31/1993

TOTAL FINES; $12,500

ALCAN ALUMINIUM LIMITED

C.O.B. ALCAN EXTRUSIONS

AURORA, ONTARIO

OWRA

(CE)

DISCHARGE OF SULPHURIC ACID INTO TANNERY CREEK VIA STORM SEWER

16(1) $80000 06/08/1993

TOTAL FINES: $80,000

ATTWOOD, BLAIR W.

UTTERSON, ONTARIO (MO)

1 EPA

1 OWRA
1 OWRA

CONSTRUCTION OF WELLS WITHOUT A TECHNICIAN'S LICENCE

64(B) $500 01/21/1993

22C $500 01/21/1993

22G(1) $500 01/21/1993

TOTAL FINES: ^l/^nn

BALTESSEN, HANK (SW) 1 OWRA

DISCHARGE OF SEWAGE FROM A FARM UGOON

BANNER PACKING LIMITED

TORONTO, ONTARIO (CE)

FLAXMAN, PETER JOHN

TORONTO, ONTARIO

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

30(1)



DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE

BAY DISPOSAL SERVICES INCORPORATED

WESTON, ONTARIO (CE)

BETTI, MICHAEL

WESTON, ONTARIO

REGION COUNTS ACT

1 EPA

1

REG.

EPA

offences
CONVICTION

SECTION FINE DATE

27(B) $8000 12/10/1993

27(B) $1500 12/10/1993

OPERATING, TRANSPORTING, COLLECTING WASTE WITHOUT APPROPRIATE APPROVALS TOTAL FINES: $9,500

BEASLEY, RICHARD A.

OSHAWA, ONTARIO

EPA

(EA)

HANDLING, STORAGE & DEPOSIT OF WASTE ON LAND WITHOLT A C. OF A.

147A-(1) NF 03/30/1993

TOTAI FI\Ts- NF

BEATRICE FOODS INCORPORATED

C.O.B. MALCOLM FOOD SPECIALTIES

TORONTO, ONTARIO (WO

OWRA

DISCHARGE OF CREAM INTO WATERCOURSE THAT FLOWS INTO FAIRCHILD CREEK

30(1) $20000 09/21/1993

TOTAL FIN hV b^U.OOO

BEATRICE FOODS INCORPORATED

C.O.B. MALCOLM FOOD SPECIALTIES

ST GEORGE, ONTARIO (WC)

OWRA

DISCHARGE OF WASTEWATER MAY IMPAIR WATER QUALFIT

30(1) $15000 08/31/1993

TOTAL FINES: $15,000

BERGER, TONY ANTAL

MARKHAM, ONTARIO

EPA

(CE)

DEPOSITED WASTE UPON LAND THAT IS NOT A WASTE DISPOSAL SITE

40 $550 07/14/1993

TOTAL FINES: $550
|

BETTRAY WELL DRILLING LIMITED



DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE

BONFA, JOSEPH

TORONTO, ONTARIO

REGION COUNTS ACT

1 EPA

(CE)

REG.

DEPOSITING WASTE AT THE SIDE OF THE ROAD

CONVICTION

SECTION FINE DATE

39 $750 07/29/1993

TOTAL FINES: $750

BROWN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED, ROBERT 1 EPA

GLOUCESTER, ONTARIO (EA)

BROWN, ROBERT 1 EPA

GLOUCESTER, ONTARIO

DEPOSITING 50,000 TIRE UNITS ON UNAPPROVED SITE

186(2) NF 01/06/1993

186(2) NF 01/06/1993

TOTAÎ FINES: NF

BROWNING-FERRIS INDUSTRIES LIMITED 1

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA (NO)

FAILED TO COMPLY WITH CONDITIONS OF A C. OF A.

EPA 27(A) $3500 01/26/1993

TOTAL FINES: $3,500

BROWNING-FERRIS INDUSTRIES LIMITED 1 EPA

RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO (CE) 1 EPA

FAILED TO COMPLY V/ITH CONDITIONS OF AN APPROVAL

347 22(3) $7500 06/18/1993

41 $7500 06/1 8/1 QQ^

TOTAL FINES: md.uuu

BUD'S DISPOSAL SERVICES LIMITED 1

THORNHILL, ONTARIO (CE)

ILLEGALLY DEPOSITING WASTE ON AN UNAPPROVED SITE

EPA 40 $750 03/17/1993

TOTAL FINES: $750

BUDAY, GLEN

THUNDER BAY, ONTARIO

EPA

(NO)

SELL OR OFFER A VEHÎŒE FOR SALE WITHOUT AN OPERATIONAL THERMACTOR PUMP

22(1) $500 06/22/1993

TOTAL FINES: $500

BURSTROM'S RESORT LTD. 1 OWRA
DIST OF THUNDER BAY ONTARIO (NO) 1 OWRA

FAILED TO SUBMIT WFFKIY RAfTFRIOLOGlCAl WATFR sAMPl Fs A«; REQUIRED

107(2) $250 11/16/1993

107(2) $250 11/16/1993

TOTAL FINES: $500

CANADA BLUE TANNING COMPANY LIMITED 1

COBOURG, ONTARIO (EA)

DISCHARGE OF HYDROGEN SULPHIDE FROM TANNERY

EPA 13(1) $5000 03/30/1993

TOTAL FINES: $5,000
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DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS ACT REG.



DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS ACT REG.

CONVICTION

SECTION FINE DATE

CAPITAL WATER SUPPLY LIMITED

STITTSVILLE, ONTARIO (EA)

KAVANAGH, WALTER

STITTSVILLE, ONTARIO

OWRA 612/84

OWRA 612/84

OWRA 612/84

OWRA 612/84

11(1) $1000 01/07/1993

11(4)(A) $500 01/07/1993

11(5)(A)/19(3)(A) $500 01/07/1993

11(6) $500 01/07/1993

1 OWRA 612/84 11(6) $250 01/07/1993

MILLER, STEVE

STinSVILLE, ONTARIO

OWRA 612/84

OWRA 612/84

1 OWRA 612/84

FAILED TO COMPLY WITH REGULATIONS DURING WATER WELL CONSTRUCTION

11(1) $500 01/07/1993

11(4)(A) $250 01/07/1993

11(5)(A)/19(3)(A) $250 01/07/1993

TOTAL FINES: $3,750

CARD BROTHERS LIMITED

BANCROFT, ONTARIO (EA)

VIOLATIONS OF REGULATIONS CONSTRUCTING WATER WELLS

OWRA



offence
DEFENDANT

/

OFFENCE

CHATHAM RESOURCES LIMITED

HAMILTON, ONTARIO (WC)

REGION COUNTS ACT REG. SECTION

1 OWRA 16(1)

CHATHAM, WILLIAM T.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO

1 OWRA
(WC)

INCOMPLETE CONSTRUCTION OF A GAS WELL QUSED ADVERSE EFFEaS ON ANIMALS

CONVICTION

FINE DATE

$10000 11/26/1993

16(1) $10000 11/26/1993

TOTAL FINES: $20,000

S

&)

&)

3
U)

CHENIER, ANDRE

HAMMOND, ONTARIO (EA)

1 OWRA
1 OWRA

SPILLAGE FROM FUEL TANK LEADING INTO BILBERRY CREEK

30(1) $1200 06/21/1993

30(2) $1200 06/21/1993

TOTAL FINES; $2,400 CD

CHINOOK GROUP MANAGEMENT LIMITED

SOMBRA TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO (SW)

EPA

DISCHARGE OF UQUID DMA INTO ENVIRONMENT CAUSING ADVERSE EFFEQS

13(1) $35000 10/22/1993

TOTAL FINES: $35,000

(D

3
<

CHINOOK GROUP MANAGEMENT LIMITED 1 EPA

SOMBRA TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO (SW)

DISCHARGING A CONTAMINANT (TMA) CAUSING ADVERSE EFFEQ

COBURN, DAVID 0.

AJAX, ONTARIO (EA)

13(1) $40000 10/22/1993

TOTAL FINES; $40,000

1 OWRA 612/84 11(5)(A) $1000 04/16/1993

FAILED TO COMPLETE WELL RECORD AND TEST THE YIELD FRn\( THF WTl TOTAI FIKTS $1 000

o
3
3
(D

3
ct

COCKS, KEVIN S.

REDBRIDGE, ONTARIO

EPA

(MO)

OPERATING A WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM WITHOUT A C. OF A.

27(A) $800 10/05/1993

TOTAL FINES: $800

COLD SPRINGS FARM LIMITED

VILLAGE OF THAMESFORD,

ONTARIO

BEATY, HARVEY

VILLAGE OF THAMESFORD,

ONTARIO

DOHERTY, EVERETT

VILLAGE OF THAMESFORD,

ONTARIO

(SW)

EPA

EPA

EPA

13(1) $25000 11/09/1993

13(1) $5000 11/09/1993

13(1) $7500 11/09/1993

DISCHARGE OF SEWAGE ODOUR CAUSING ADVERSE EFFECTS TOTAL FINES; $37,500

37



DEFENDANT /

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS ACT REG. SECTION

CONVICTION

FINE DATE

COLD SPRINGS FARM LIMITED



DEFENDANT /

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS

COLE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED, HUGH
SI CATHARINES, ONTARIO (WC)

COLE, NORMAN WILLIAM HUGH
NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO

ACT

EPA

EPA

REG.

DEPOSITING AND BURNING WASTE ON AN UNAPPROWD SITE

COLQUHOUN AUDIO LABORATORIES LIMITED 1 EPA

DWIGHT ONTARIO (MO) 1 EPA

CONSTRUCTING AND OPERATING A WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM WITHOUT A C. OF A

COMMANDER BUSINESS FURNITURE

INCORPORATED *

AGINCOURT ONTARIO (CE)

HANSEN, RAYMOND T
AGINCOURT ONTARIO

EPA

EPA

DISCHARGED A CONTAMINANT THAT CAUSED ADVERSE EFFECTS

COOK, JAMES R.

SIMCOE, ONTARIO

OWRA
(WC)

DISCHARGE OF FUEL THAT ENTERED CATCH BASIN DISCHARGING INTO THE LYNN RIVER

COOPER CONTRACTING LIMITED, D.W.

BRANTFORD, ONTARIO

CHAPIN, KENNETH

BRANTFORD, ONTARIO

(WC)

EPA

EPA



40

FINE DATE

DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE

CORRIVEAU, MARCEL BRUNO

TORONTO, ONTARIO

REGION COUNTS

(MO)

DEPOSIT WASTE ON UNAPPROVED WASTE DISPOSAL SITE

EPA

REG. SECTION

40 $400 08/10/1993

TOTAL FINES: $400

CRICH HOLDINGS AND BUILDINGS LIMITED 1

LONDON, ONTARIO (SW) 1

1

PA



offences
DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS



DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS ACT

1 OVVRADUNNELL, DOUG
LONDON TOW'NSHIP, ONTARIO (SW)

DISCHARGE OF LIQUID MANURE INTO STUMP DRAIN

REG.

CONVICTION

SECTION FINE DATE

30(1) $1500 09/17/1993

TOTAL FINES; $1,500

ELDORADO CHEESE LIMITED

ELDORADO, ONTARIO (EA)

EPA

DUMPING CHEESE, WHEY AND WASHWATER ON UNAPPROVED FIELD

186 $1500 02/02/1993

TOTAL FINES: $1,500

ELSEY, WILBERT ROY

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO (MO)

1 EPA 374/81 4(2)4 $100 02/18/1993

1 EPA 83/68 $250 02/18/1993

FAILED TO COMPLY WITH AN ORDER AND MAINTAIN SEWAGE SYSTEM TO STANDARDS TOTAL FINES: $350

1 EPA 347 16(6) $300 08/25/1993ENMANCO INCORPORATED

MOUNT CLEMENS,

MICHIGAN (USA)

(SW)

OPERATE A WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND FAILED TO CLEARLY IDENTIFY VEHICLE TOTAL FINES: $300

EXCAVATION & CONSTRUCTION

LIMITED, EG.

OTTAWA, ONTARIO (EA)

CONSTRUCTION (OHAWA) LIMITED, F & G

WEST CARLETON, ONTARIO

GHADBAN, FAIZ

WEST CARLETON, ONTARIO

DEPOSITING WASTE CONSISTING OF WOOD AND DRYWALL WITHOUT A C. OF A.



DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE

FALCONBRIDGE LIMITED

TORONTO, ONTARIO

REGION COUNTS

(MO)

ACT



DEFENDANT /

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS ACT

EPA

REG.

CONVICTION

SECTION FINE DATE

GRANT FOREST PRODUCTS CORPORATION 1

ENGLEHART ONTARIO (NO)

14(1) $7000 11/08/1993

DISCHARGE A CONT-uiivanit (SMOKE, ODOUR AND PARTICULATE) WITH ADWRSE EFFECT TOTAL FINES: $7,000

GREAT WEST TIMBER LIMITED

THUNDER BAY, ONTARIO (NO)

EPA

OPERATING A WASTE DISPOSAL SITE CONTRARY TO PROVISIONAL C. OF A.

39 $750 03/02/1993

TOTAL FINES: $750

GROUNDWORKS RECYCLING CORPORATION 1 EPA

AMHERSTBURG, ONTARIO (SW) 1 EPA

1 EPA

LALONDE, STEPHEN D.

AMHERSTBURG, ONTARIO

1 EPA

1 EPA

1 EPA

27(B) $12000 04/14/1993

40 NF 04/14/1993

41 NF 04/14/1993

27(B) $6000 04/14/1993

40 NF 04/14/1993

41 NF 04/14/1993

75WR^rFinJJSTn5!CPn5ff^nF!W?fT5Rff^^ TIRES WITHOUT A c. of a. TOTAL FINES: $18,00r'

GUARDIAN INDUSTRIES CANADA
CORPORATION

ETOBICOKE, ONTARIO (CE)

KHELAWAN, ELLIOTT

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO

OWRA

OWRA

30(1) $25000 02/11/1993

30(1) $1000 02/11/1993

T5!55RR5RFT1!P!TffinB5?5?^^ into inco creek TOTAL FINES: $26,000

HAMILTON (SR.), JOHN
GEORGETOWN, ONTARIO

KING A

NEPDA

(CE)

NT IN THE NIAGARA ESCARPMENT WITHOUT A PERMIT

24(1) $2000 11/18/1993

TOTAL FINES: S2.000

HAMILTON UWN SPRAY COMPANY LIMITED 1

STONEY CREEK, ONTARIO (WC)

PA 914

FAILURE TO POST PUBLIC AREA SIGNS 24 HOURS PRIOR TO EXTERMINATION PROGRAM

71(3)(B) $300 09/03/1993

TOTAL FINES: $300

HAMMOND, GERALD R.

DORSET ONTARIO

EPA

(MO)

NON-COMPLIANCE OF ORDER TO CORRECT MALFUNCTIONING SEWAGE SYSTEM

83 $200 09/16/1993

TOTAL FINES: $200

44



1 T © n t "'?

DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE



DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE

IGNACE, TOWNSHIP OF

IGNACE, ONTARIO

REGION COUNTS ACT

1 OWRA
(NO)

CONVICTION

REG. SECTION FINE DATE

53(1) $1000 04/07/1993

KEEWATIN-ASKI LIMITED

SIOUX LOOKOUT ONTARIO

1 OWRA 53(1) $2000 04/07/1993

ESTABLISHING, ALTERING AND EXTENDING A WATER WORKS WITHOUT A C. OF A. TOTAL FINES: $3.000

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED

NORTH YORK, ONTARIO (EA)

OWRA
OWRA

FAILED TO INSPECT OILA^'ATER SEPARATOR WEEKLY & MAINTAIN LOG BOOK AT SITE

66(3) $1000 06/04/1993

66(3) $4000 06/04/1993

- TOTAL FINES: $5,000

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED

DON MILLS, ONTARIO (EA)

1 OWRA
1 OWRA

66(3) $6000 06/04/1993

66(3) $6000 06/04/1993

FAILED TO COMPLY WITH CONDITIONS OF C, OF A. TOTAL FINES: $12,000

INWOOD SEED AND GRAIN LIMITED

INWOOD, ONTARIO (SW)

BENOVSKY,PAULJ.V.

CALGARY, ALBERTA

PA

1 PA

1 PA

I PA

OPERATING AN EXTERMINATION BUSINESS WITHOUT A LICENCE

5(2) $755 02/24/1993

5(1) $355 02/24/1993

5(1) $505 02/24/1993

5(2) $355 02/24/1993

TOTAL FINES: $1,970

JACKSON, WILLIAM HAYES

TORONTO, ONTARIO (MO)

EPA

DEPOSIT OF WASTE ON U^D COVERED BY WATER THAT IS NOT A WASTE DISPOSAL SITE

40 $255 12/16/1993

TOTAL FINES: $255

JONGENEEL, GEORGE

PARKHILL, ONTARIO (SW)

1 OWRA
1 OWRA

DISCHARGE OF A CONTAMINANT INTO PRANCE DRAIN

30(1) $750 04/07/1993

30(2) $750 04/07/1993

TOTAL FINES: $1,500

KANE VETERINARY SUPPLIES LIMITED I

CAMBRIDGE, ONTARIO (SW)

SALE OF PESTICIDE NOT IN AfCORDANCF WITH A 1 ICFNCE

PA $1000 11/01/1993

TOTAi FivF<; %] nnn
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offences
DEFENDANT /

OFFENCE

KIMBERLY-CLARK CANADA
INCORPORATED

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO

REGION COUNTS ACT REG.

(NO)

EPA

EPA

DISCHARGE OF DIESEL FUEL INTO THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

KINGSTON, CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF 1

KINGSTON, ONTARIO (EA)

DELUGT, GERALD

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

1

EPA

EPA

DISCHARGING AN ODOUR INTO THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

CAUSING AN ADVERSE EFFECT



DEFENDANT/



DEFENDANT /

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS

LAW & SON LIMITED, GEORGE H.

CALABOGIE, ONTARIO (EA)

LAW, ALFRED EDWARD
CALABOGIE, ONTARIO

LAW, GEORGE H.

CALABOGIE, ONTARIO

ACT REG. SECTION

offences
FINE

CONVICTION

DATE

1



50

DEFENDANT /

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS ACT REG. SECTION

CONVICTION

FINE DATE

LOPES, QLTRINO ANTONIO

TORONTO, ONTARIO

LOPES, CARLOS

TORONTO, ONTARIO

(WC)



.«i4«*ia.-3es(K:*

OFFENCE

MAISONNEUVE, MICHAEL

TECUMSETH TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO (MO)

REGION COUNTS ACT

EPA

CONVltTION

REG. SECTION FINE DATE

offences
>i^-S)W»:'>iS3ï^L''".5' iL'J^3Vi-Li4£^.^i«!^

1

DEMOLITION WASTE FROM BARRIE BEING TAKEN TO TECUMSETH

WASTE DISPOSAL SITE WITHOUT A C. OF A.

MALCOLM, GAUNET

CITY OF YORK, ONTARIO (CE)

EPA

EPA

DEPOSITING WASTE (FIBRE DRUMS, SPOOLS ETC.) ON UNAPPROVED LAND

MAPLE GROVE (KEMPTVILLE) LIMITED

KEMPTVILLE, ONTARIO (EA)

MACMILLAN, NEIL

KEMPTVILLE, ONTARIO

EPA

EPA

TRANSPORTATION OF WASTE (WOOD, CEMENT, STEEL BEAMS) TO AN UNAPPROVED SITE

MAPLE LEAF WOODS INCORPORATED

TORONTO, ONTARIO (CE)

EPA

USING/OPERATING/ESTABLISHING WASTE DISPOSAL SITE WITHOUT A C. OF A,

MARANATHA ENVIRONMENTAL

SERVICES INCORPORATED

BOLTON, ONTARIO (CE)

EPA 309

7(B)



DEFENDANT /

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS

MATACHEWAN CONSOLIDATED MINES

LIMITED

TORONTO, ONTARIO (NO)

GOLDTECK MINES LIMITED

VANCOUVER, ONTARIO

MCCLOSKEY, RICHARD DUNCAN
DON MILLS, ONTAPin

TWMCFOrtAILl.NGb l.\ iU DAVIDSON CREEK

THAT FLOWED INTO LAKE TEMISKAMING

ACT

OWRA

OWRA

EPA

REG.

CONVICTION

SECTION FINE DATE

16Uj 52H000 Oi/1 1/1993

16(1) $14000 01/11/1993

147A(1) $2500 01/11/1993

TOTAL FINES: $44,500

MATTIA, FRANCO

BRAMPTON, ONTARIO (CE)

USE UNAPPRO\TO WASTE MANAGEMENT FAQLITIES

EPA 41 $100 11/16/1993

TOTAL FINES: $100

MIDWAY GROCERY LIMITED

THUNDER BAY, ONTARIO (NO)

PA

DISCHARGING PESTICIDE (WARFARIN) INTO THE ENVIRONMENT WITH ADVERSE EFFECT

4(B) $500 05/25/1993

TQTAl FI\TS' "^Siin

MIERZWINSKI, ZBIGNIEW

ETOBICOKE, ONTARIO

EPA

(CE)

DEPOSITING WASTE ON UNAPPROVED DISPOSAL SITE

40 $500 09/29/1993

TOTAL FINES: $500

MILNE, ANNETTE

GEORGETOWN, ONTARIO

NEPDA 24(1)

(CE)

$500 07/22/1993

mm A RgVglMgl^T IM \W SIIA^IAIUWmUM \VITHOUT A MU\ 1 lUIALHWkl>: U

MONTEMURRO, CALLA

OSHÀWA, ONTARIO

HAMPSON, GAY

OSHAWA, ONTARIO

WOOD, JOSEPH ADAM W.

OSHAWA, ONTARIO

(MO)

OWRA
PLA

OWRA
PLA

OWRA
PLA

30(1)



offences
DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE

MOORE, WILLIAM ALBERT

SARNIA, ONTARIO

REGION COUNTS ACT REG.

(SW)

1



54

DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE REGION



DEFENDANT /

OFFENCE

PEEL & SONS SAND & GMVEL
INCORPORATED, MILT

FENELON FALLS, ONTARIO

PEEL, JAMES WILFRED

FENELON FALLS, ONTARIO

REGION COUNTS

1

(EA)

ACT

EPA

EPA

OPERATE & DEPOSIT WASTE ON UNAPPROVED SITE & FAILED TO

COMPLYmm C. OF A.

REG.

offences
CONVICTION

SECTION FINE DATE

41 $2500 06/18/1993

27(B) $1500 06/18/1993

0)

(O
ID

(0

TOTAL FINES: $4,000

PELE, MRS. ANDY
SIOUX NARROWS, ONTARIO

EPA 358

(NO)

ESCAPE OF MATERIAL FROM SEWAGE SYSTEM ONTO GROUND

PELLTIER, PHILLIP EARL

KEMPTVILLE, ONTARIO

EPA

(EA)

FAILED TO COMPLY WITH COURT ORDER

PENINSULA FENCE & LANDSCAPING

INCORPORATED

THOROLD, ONTARIO (WC)

EPA

DEPOSIT WASTE (PRESSURE-TREATED WOOD) ON UNAPPRO\'ED SITE

PETROLES LORTIE PETROLEUM

INCORPORATED, LES

BOURGET, ONTARIO (EA)

LORTIE, REYNALD

BOURGET ONTARIO

OWRA

OWRA

FAILED TO REPORT SPILL OF HOME HEATING FUEL TO BEAVERBROOK CREEK

4(2)(1) $300 06/22/1993

TOTAL FINES: $300

186(2) $850 01/27/1993

TOTAL l-L\Lb: S850

41 $500 08/09/1993

TOTAL FINES: $500

30(1) $6000 11/09/1993

30(2) $2000 11/09/1993

TOTAL FINES: $8,000

CD

(D

-3

o
3
3

3
et

PHELAN, PAUL DAVID

TORONTO, ONTARIO

NEPDA

(SW)

24(1) $500 09/09/1993

BUILDING A CABIN AND STAIRS OVER CREEK WITHOUT A NL\GARA ESaRPMENT PERMIT TOTAL FINES: $500

PIZZIOL, ALLAN ANTHONY 1 EPA 14(1) $5000 04/06/1993

SIOUX LOOKOUT ONTARIO (NO)

DISCHARGE OF CONTAMINANT (SEWAGE EFFLUENT) CAUSING AN ADVERSE EFFECT TOTAL FINES: $5,000
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DEFENDANT /

OFFENCE

PRENDERGAST, WILLIAM J.

ETOBICOKE, ONTARIO

REGION COUNTS ACT REG.

1 EPA

(CE)

DEPOSIT TIRES ON LAND THAT IS NOT APPROVED AS A WASTE DISPOSAL SITE

CONVICTION

SECTION FINE DATE

39 $5000 02/08/1993

TOTAL FINES: $5,000

REGIONAL DIE CASTING LIMITED 1 . EPA

STONEY CREEK, ONTARIO (WC) 1 OWRA

CAMPANARO, GEORGE

STONEY CREEK, ONTARIO

1

UNIFLO SEWER SERVICES INCORPORATED 1

HAMILTON. ONTARIO

EPA

EPA

DEPOSIT W^STE (OILY WATER AND ZINC FINES) ON ILLEGAL SITE

15(1) $2500 12/16/1993

30(1) $7500 12/16/1993

15(1) $5000 12/16/1993

40 NF 10/15/1993

TOTAL FINES: $15,000

RIBEIRO, ADOLFO

ETOBICOKE, ONTARIO (CE)

EPA

EPA

. HANDLING, STORAGE & TRANSFER OF WASTE WITHOUT APPROVAL

27(A) $1000 08/12/1993

41 $1000 08/12/1993

TOTAL FINES: $2,000

RICHARDS, WAYNE

TORONTO, ONTARIO

EPA

(CE)

ILLEGAL STORAGE OF WASTE ON AN UNAPPROVED SITE

41 $500 03/23/1993

TOTAL RNES: $500

RICHARDS, WAYNE

C.O.B. BLUE DISPOSAL SERVICES

TORONTO, ONTARIO (CE)

EPA

USING EQUIPMENT AND DEPOSITING WASTE ON UNAPPROVED SITE

39 $4000 03/01/1993

TOTAL FINES: $4,000 'j|[

RICHMOND HILL, THE CORPORATION

OF THE TOWN OF

RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO (CE)

BORASO, MAURIZIO ALBINO

RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO

EPA

EPA

DISCHARGE OF UNTREATED SANITARY SEWAGE AND FAILURE TO NOTIFY MINISTRY

81(1) $7000 03/29/1993

80(1)(A) $500 03/29/1993

TOTAL FINES: $7,500

RIVARD, REYNALD E.

FARiinx n\TARin

lK.^.\M-LKUt- I

1 EPA

(NO)

'
''fÇTPWÏÏPIbLJ 1 A L. Ut- A.

347 18(5) $1000 04/19/1993

lUl.Ul-l.Nhi: M.UUU
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DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE

ROBINSON, CRAIG

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

REGION COUNTS ACT

1 EPA

(NO)

REG.
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DEFENDANT/



DEFENDANT/



DEFENDANT/

, OFFENCE REGION COUNTS

1

(CE)

DISCHARGE OF DUST INTO AIR CAUSING ADVERSE EFFECT

TORONTO WOOD RECOVERY

LIMITED (940217)

VAUGHAN, ONTARIO

ACT

EPA

REG.

CONVICTION

SECTION FINE DATE

14(1) $3500 01/18/1993

TOTAL FINES: $3,500

TRANS-CONTINENTAL PRINTING

INCORPORATED

CORNWALL, ONTARIO (EA)

MOORE, DONALD J.

OHAWA, ONTARIO

EPA

EPA

EPA

DISCHARGE OF ODOUR INTO ENVIRONMENT AND FAILED TO NOTIFY MINISTRY

14(1) $33000 03/31/1993

15(1) $5000 03/31/1993

186(3) $2000 03/31/1993

TOTAL FINES: $40,000

TRASH-KING RECYCLING & WASTE

SYSTEMS INCORPORATED

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO (CE)

ZITA, TONY

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO

EPA

EPA

27(A) $5000 05/03/1993

27(A) NF 05/03/1993

OPERATING A WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM WITHOUT A C. OF A. TOTAL FINES: $5,000

TREAD-PACKER INCORPORATED

LONDON, ONTARIO (SW)

EPA 27(B) $500 12/01/1993

OPEP- SY^iEM atDEPOT^SICTÏÏOTIWMTr mkif\m: im

TRI-LAND RECYCLING INCORPORATED 1 EPA

PETROLL\, ONTARIO (SW) 1 EPA

OPERATE A WASTE DISPOSAL SITE NOT IN ACCORDANCE WITH A C. OF A.

27(B) $5000 12/13/1993

27(B) $5000 12/13/1993

TOTAL FINES: $10,000

60



offences
DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS ACT
CONVICTION

REG. SECTJÛÈL,^ FINE DATE

U-CALL DISPOSAL & TRUCKING



DEFENDANT /

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS ACT REG.

VANWTNSBERGHE, DARWIN 1 OWRA

SOUTHWEST OXFORD TOWNSHIP,

ONTARIO (SW)

VANWYNSBERGHE, PAUL 1 OWRA

SOUTHWEST OXFORD TOWNSHIP,

ONTARIO

DISCRARGING NLANURE INTO STONEY CREEK

CONVICTION

SECTION FINE DATE

30(1) $1000 09/20/1993

30(1) NF 09/20/1993

TOTAL FINES: $1,000

VERNON, JAMES AUGUSTAUS 1 OWRA

RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO (CE) 1 OWRA

FAILED TO INSTALL A WELL SEAL AND CONSTRUCTING WELL WITHOUT A LICENSE

107(1) $600 10/18/1993

39 NF 10/18/1993

TOTAL FINES; $600

WMI WASTE MANAGEMENT OF CANADA

INCORPORATED

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO (CE)

MASSON, ROY PEARCE

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO

EPA

EPA

MAKING CHANGES IN THE OPERATION OF A TRANSFER STATION WITHOUT AC, OF A,

186(3) $5000 02/08/1993

186(3) $1500 02/08/1993

TOTAL FINES: $6,500

WARDLE, CHRISTOPHER *

BROCKMLLE. ONTARIO (EA)

EPA 347

FAILED TO REPORT TO DIRECTOR INABILITY TO CONFIRM WASTE DELIVERY

18(11) $100 08/16/1993

TOTAL FINES: $100

WELDWOOD OF CANADA LIMITED 1 OWRA
L0NGIj\C, ONTARIO (NO) 1 OWRA

1 OWRA

TAILING TO COMPLY WITH CONDITIONS OF C. OF A.

107(3) $1000 01/27/1993

107(3) $500 01/27/1993

107(3) $500 01/27/1993

TOTAL FINES: $2,000

WHITE, MARGARET CHRISTINE

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA (NO)

EPA

FAILED TO COMPi v vvnn DIRECTORS ORDER & FAILED TO APPLY FOR A C. OF A.

83 $300 10/19/1993

iniAI FINFS' • $300

WIUNOUR RESOURCES LIMITED I EPA 14(1) $125000 06/24/1993

TORONTO, ONTARIO (NO)

DISCHARGE OF MINE TAILINGS & ANOXIC WATER INTO CREEK aUSING ADVERSE EFFECT TOTAL FINES: $125,000 "^

62



offences
f)EFENDANT/

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS ACT REG.



DEFENDANT/

OFFENCE^iB

451197 ONTARIO LIMITED

C.O.B. THE DAWSON ROAD

TRUCK STOP

THUNDER BAY, ONTARIO

REGION COUNTS

(NO)

FAILED TO COMPLY WITH CONTROL ORDER

ACT

EPA

REG. SECTION

186UJ

CONVICTION

FINE DATE

$500 09/28/1993

451197 ONTARIO LIMITED

C.O.B. THE DAWSON ROAD

TRUCK STOP

THUNDER BAY, ONTARIO (NO)

EPA

OWRA
14(1)

53(5)

DISCHARGE PETROLEUM PRODUCT WITH ADVERSE EFFECT; NON-COMPLIANCE OF C. OF A.

$4000

$1000

09/28/1993

09/28/1993

TOTAL FINES: $5,000

621311 ONTARIO CORPORATION 1 EPA

C.O.B. COLLEGE DISPOSAL

SERVICES LTD.

TORONTO, ONTARIO (CE)

OPERATE A WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM NOT IN ACCORDANCE WITH A C. OF A.

27(A) $1500 10/27/1993

TOTAL FINES: $1,500

668463 ONTARIO INCORPORATED 1

C.O.B. ADVANCE EXCAVATING

HAMILTON, ONTARIO (WC)

USING A WASTE DISPOSAL SITE WITHOUT A C. OF A.

EPA 27(B) $1000 02/07/1993

TOTAL FINES: $1,000

674739 ONTARIO LIMITED C.O.B. ADMIRAL

INN RESORT

LINDSAY, ONTARIO (EA)

BOSLEY, MICHAEL N.

LINDSAY, ONTARIO

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

DISCHARGE OF SEWAGE EFRUENT ONTO GROUND CAUSING HEALTH RISK TO PUBLIC
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DEFENDANT /

OFFENCE REGION COUNTS

703549 ONTARIO LIMITED 1

C.O.B. C. KELLY & SON CARTAGE 1

BROCKVILLE, ONTARIO (EA)

ELLIOTT, BRUCE H. 1

MALLORYTOWN, ONTARIO 1

KELLY, WILLIAM ALFRED 1

BROCKVILLE, ONTARIO 1

ACT

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

EPA

[,mïmmmmmm ma
'iml^ 6\^ \}mmm\s iim

778524 ONTARIO LIMITED

C.O.B. G & M EXCAVATION

KEMPTVILLE, ONTARIO

BRISEBOIS, GILLES

KEMPTVILLE, ONTARIO

(EA)

EPA

EPA

DEMOLITION WASTE BEING BURIED AT AN UNAPPROVED SITE

789226 ONTARIO LIMITED 1

C.O.B. FLORIDA NORTH ESTATES 1

LONDON, ONTARIO (SW)

FAILED TO COMPLY WITH CONDITION OF C. OF A.

EPA

EPA

offences
CONVICTION

REG, SECTION FINE DATE

27(B) $800 04/14/1993

41 $800 04/14/1993

27(B) $100 04/14/1993

41 $100 04/14/1993

27(B) $100 04/14/1993

41 $100 04/14/1993

TOTAL FINES: $2,000

40 $2000 01/20/1993

CQ
Q)
HI
3
(1)

(D



OFFENCE REGION COUNTS ACT REG. SECTION

LUNVICIION

FINE DATE

815211 ONTARIO LIMITED

C.O.B. VANDERGAAST ROOF

BOWMANVILLE, ONTARIO
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